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Can Singapore maths
make our children fall in
love with long division?
Pupils in the Far East are better at maths than ours. So why don’t we use
their methods? Damian Whitworth talks to the teachers doing just that

T

ell me the commutative
law of multiplication.
Quickly now, spit it
out. Sorry, too slow.
Several of the six and
seven-year-olds in
Farhana Nazu’s year 2
class had their hands
up first and they all know the answer:
the commutative law means that you
can swap the numbers around and the
answer will still be the same.
Not hard, but perhaps, like me, you
panicked when the question was
thrown out there. Let us take a seat at
the back of the class and observe as
the children do simple multiplication.
They are asked to work out
how many biscuits there
are if there are five jars
and each jar contains
four biscuits.
Some of the
children physically
count off groups of
four on a bead string.
Others take a pictorial
approach, drawing
jumps along a number
line. Those who are able
write the equation: 5 × 4 = 20.
The lesson proceeds smoothly.
When the children move from their
desks to the carpet and back they
count out loud together in multiples.
They work quietly and diligently.
“Maths is my favourite subject,” one
i l ll
“H
l ”N

girl tells me. “Honestly,” Nazu says,
“they love maths. It’s a natural thing
just to enjoy maths.”
Enjoy maths? Now there is an
intriguing concept. I managed to spend
weeks at a time at primary school
staring at the same page of the maths
textbook. Without the groundwork in
the early years I was tormented by the
subject all the way through the
desperate tutoring that enabled me to
scrape the crucial grade C at O level
(required for university) without
actually understanding much of what
I was doing.
It is possible that maths today is
generally taught better than it was in
the 1970s. Certainly my two children
have got a better grip on the subject
than I had. Yet Britain still fails its
children when it comes to teaching
them maths. The latest Pisa
(Programme for International Student
Assessment) results from the OECD
(from 2012) show the UK’s 15-year-olds
in 26th place for their maths skills. The
top of the table was dominated by Asian
countries and cities, with Shanghai in
first place followed by Singapore.
There may be cause for hope in
lessons like this one at Grazebrook
primary school in Hackney where
children are taught using mathematics
mastery, a system based on the
successful approach known as
Singapore maths (or sometimes
“h
h ”b
i l

“shangapore maths” because it also
takes in elements of the way maths is
taught in Shanghai). Under the maths
mastery system fewer subjects are
studied, but in greater depth. The
whole class studies the same subject at
the same time, with the abler pupils
exploring in greater detail, before
everyone together moves on to the
next subject. There is an emphasis on
problem solving and understanding
and less focus on memorising methods.
A recent study by the Institute of
Education at University of
London and the University
of Cambridge looked at
the progress made by
pupils being taught
using the maths
mastery scheme at
90 primary and 50
secondary schools.
The researchers
found that after one
year of maths mastery
there were “small but
positive” effects. They
concluded that while the system
“cannot be seen as a ‘silver bullet’ that
will guarantee a country success in
mathematics”, it “shows signs of
promise, and should now be tested
over a longer time horizon and a
greater number of schools.” The report
suggested that the findings, which
are the first evidence that British
d
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students could benefit from the
Asian approach to maths, had
potentially important implications
for education policy.
Nick Gibb, the schools minister,
has lamented the “stagnation” in
the maths performance of Britain’s
children and praised maths mastery
because it “embodies the idea that
every pupil can do well and achieve
high standards in maths”. Maths
mastery was developed by the
education charity Ark, which
runs a string of academies in
the UK. The programme,
which began in 2012, is
running in more than 200
primary schools and 67
secondary schools.
Dr Helen Drury, the
woman behind the
programme, says in her book,
Mastering Mathematics, that
Britain needs to change its
thinking. “It’s time to stop
acting as if mathematics is
for ‘clever’ people. It is not
‘OK’ to be ‘bad at
mathematics’,” she writes.
“Every child can succeed in
mathematics, whatever their socioeconomic background or prior
attainment, as long as they are given
the appropriate learning experiences.”
She says that if you go into a maths
classroom in Singapore it is hard to
work out which ability set you are
observing. The teachers act as if they
expect the children to succeed.
I am one of the “bad at mathematics”
people. My kids, aged 12 and 9, gave up
expecting help with maths homework
when they discovered that I could no
longer remember how to do long
division. When I talk to Drury she
certainly makes her scheme sound
sensible. The problem with the
teaching of maths in recent history has
not been that schools are teaching too
little maths, but that they are trying to
cover too much, with the result that
topics are skimmed over.
“Maths is such a connected subject
but it gets sort of popped into tiny
buckets, so you might spend a day or
two days or three days learning about
l i li i
Al
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multiplication. A lot of the class will
only be beginning to make sense of the
idea but you move on and look at
area.” Some pupils will work out the
area of a shape by counting squares
because they haven’t mastered
multiplication. “The teacher would feel
it would confuse some of the children
and they’d be right because they
hadn’t spent long enough with
multiplication in the first place so that
they can then make the connections.”
In Singapore, she says, students in
the first year of school spend several
weeks looking at the number 10, even
though many of them can already
count above 100. This gives them
deeper understanding, which is lacking
in many older pupils here. “If you talk
to people here about their experience
of mathematics there was a point
where it stopped making sense. They
resort to memorising methods.”
Drury was on the drafting team for
the maths national curriculum.
Schools using maths mastery still
need to cover the national
curriculum, which Drury says
they do over the course of
the year. However, they
focus on teaching fewer
topics in greater depth
each term, rather than
trying to cover the whole
year’s topics in the first
term then returning to
them — an approach that
she believes is driven by
schools wanting to test pupils
before Christmas. Drury also
has concerns that the maths
national curriculum
becomes too advanced at the top of
key stage 2 (end of primary school).
One example: she doesn’t think
that primary pupils need to be
doing algebra.
In the early years, maths mastery
shows pupils how to tackle a problem
in three different ways: first, by using
concrete objects (such as the bead
string), then through pictorial
representations, before moving on to
abstract symbols. Some pupils will
inevitably progress to the symbols
quicker than others, but the idea is
h
h l l
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that a whole class will be working on
the same topic.
I say that the methods don’t feel
terribly new. “More than that, it was
really common practice in the UK
before it was in these other countries,”
says Drury. Much of the practice
draws on western educational
research, such as the work of Jerome
Bruner, the American psychologist
who suggested children should learn
through enactive, iconic and symbolic
representation. “The idea isn’t to come
up with something that is necessarily
new because there is plenty that works
out there,” says Drury. “In a lot of
ways it is about coherence.”
Each one-hour lesson is divided into
six parts. 1) Do Now: a warm-up task,
done independently at desks. 2) New
Learning: introduced by the teacher
on the interactive whiteboard as the
children sit in rows on the classroom
carpet. 3) Talk Task: back at their
desks the pupils do a task in pairs.
4) Develop Learning: on the carpet the
teacher introduces a problem-solving
element that the pupils do in pairs.
5) Independent Task: the children are
given work to do by themselves.
6) Plenary: a recap of the lesson back
on the carpet.
In the lesson I attend the children
count in multiples of two and later
five. However, I am told that maths
mastery isn’t big on testing times
tables. Drury says there is some
confusion over times tables and their
place in maths mastery. Although the
scheme puts less emphasis on rote
learning, she admits that it is helpful
to know your tables.
“There is a tension in the UK where
it is either about learning your tables
or it’s about understanding the
mathematics. You absolutely need
both. You can’t engage in proper
mathematics unless you know those
times tables because it takes up too
much thinking space.”
Not everyone agrees that adopting
the Far East approach will work.
Professor Ruth Merttens, co-director
of the Hamilton Trust, a charity that
supports teachers, questions the logic
of importing Chinese or Singaporean
i l
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materials and “thinking that because it
works there it will work here, without
regard to cultural factors and
differences.”
But Michelle Thomas, the executive
head teacher at Grazebrook, says she
had tried a variety of teaching
schemes before adopting maths
mastery. Less able children felt
stigmatised, she says, especially when
equipment was brought out to help
them. Now that equipment is fully
integrated in the teaching scheme this
is not an issue. The most able pupils,
meanwhile, lacked a full
understanding of what they were
doing. “If you asked very bright
children to explain how they did
something they would say: ‘I don’t
know, I just know how to do it.’ The
conceptual understanding was weak.”
The biggest challenge, however, may
be to convince parents that maths
really matters and stop them from
telling their children: “I was rubbish at
maths, it didn’t make any difference.”

Honestly,
they love
maths. It’s
a natural
thing just
to enjoy
maths

A Grazebrook pupil doing
maths. Above left: the head
eacher, Michelle Thomas
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Your starter for under-twelves . . .
QUESTION 2 (AGE 11)

This shape is made up of a rectangle
and two identical right-angled
triangles. Its area is 48cm2.
The rectangle has an area of 18cm2
and a perimeter of 18cm. What is the
value of x?

QUESTION 1 (AGE 7)

There are 10 ladles of soup in a large
pot. The soup is poured into three
small bowls: A, B and C.
Bowl A has more soup than Bowl C.
Bowl B has more soup than Bowl A.
Guess the number of ladles of soup
in each bowl. Make sure the
numbers add up to 10 ladles.
ANSWER

0 There are a number of possible
answers (4, 5, 1; 2, 7, 1; 3, 6, 1; 3, 5, 2).
There is a rich variety of follow-up
questions: which one does the picture
look most like?
0 Why can’t bowl B have 8 ladles?
Why can’t bowl B have fewer than
5 ladles? Is there an answer where
one bowl contains exactly half as
much as another bowl? This last
question ties in another area of the
curriculum — fractions — to a
question, which is originally about
number bonds to ten.
0 For concrete support, pupils could
use 10 cubes to represent the 10 ladles
of soup and put them into piles
representing the bowls.

x

CLUES

0 If the rectangle has an area of 18cm2
and a perimeter of 18cm, what are the
possible side lengths?
0 What must the total area of both
triangles be to give an area of 48cm2?
0 What is the height of each triangle?
0 One answer: x is 26. The area of the
rectangle is 18cm², so if the horizontal
side of the rectangle is 6cm the
vertical side must be 3cm. That makes
the base of each triangle 10cm
(the area of a triangle is the base
multiplied by the height divided by 2).
So the length of x is 10 + 10 + 6 = 26.
0 What assumptions were made? The
diagram appears to show the longer
side of the rectangle as its base. Do we
know this to be so? Is the diagram
misleading? Could the orientation of
the rectangle be different? Can you
find a second solution?
0 Although the question is challenging,
a range of children should enjoy and
learn from it. Some pupils will use
objects such as a geoboard or squared
paper, many use more formal algebra.
A saying among Shanghai teachers is:
“the answer is only the beginning.”
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Children test their
problem-solving at
Grazebrook primary
school, London
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Texted your mum?
Now enrol at college
Boys have done better
at GCSE than last
year, but experts say
we should be worried
that more young
women than men are
in higher education,
writes Julie Henry

S

cott Greenfield was not sure
how his GCSEs had gone. Although
bright, he had struggled with history
and maths but was hoping his hard
work had paid off.
The pupil at Evelyn Grace Academy,
in Brixton, southeast London, need not
have worried. Last week he celebrated
gaining an A, five Bs and three Cs, with
anAinEnglish language and Bs inmaths
and Chinese. His grades ensure his place
at the Brit School, one of the most prestigious performing arts and technology
colleges in the country.
“The support the school gave me
really helped,” he says. “Teachers gave
up their time in the evenings, weekends
and half-terms to see us through
and make us understand what we had
to do.”
Scott’s results, and those of thoud fb
lik hi
h
hi
d

sands of boys like him, have chipped
away at the gender gap that has become
a feature of GCSE results. The stand-out
statistic when the results were published last Thursday was the narrowing
of the divide between boys and girls.
Just over 73% of girls’ entries were
awardedanA*toC,thesameproportion
as last year. Boys’ results have improved
slightly, however, with 64.7% of entries
achieving the grades, up from 64.3%
last year.
“Girls in my school work really
hard,” says Scott. “I think boys can be
overconfident and more easily distracted but we boys see the girls doing
well and then start to knuckle down.”
The improvement in boys’ results is
small but it could be the start of a trend,
fuelled by GCSE reforms that are ushering in a reduction in “girl-friendly”
coursework and a return to traditional
end-of-course exams.
A government assessment of the possible effects of the reforms, published in
2013, suggested the changes could blunt
the edge that girls have enjoyed for several years and “strengthen equality of
l
d

opportunity in relation to gender”.
Schools say the narrowing of the
gender gap is evidence of the efforts
they are making to help boys.
Brian Lightman, of the Association of
School and College Leaders, says: “One
of the things schools have become good
at is very closely monitoring the
progress of every single student. They
will be saying, ‘Why is this boy who has
been doing well at the earlier stages not
achieving? What do we need to do?’.”
Tony Little, the retiring head of Eton,
believes parents have an important role
to play too. In his new book, An Intelligent Person’s Guide to Education, he
advises parents not to broach more than
one subject at a time with their sons if
they want them to listen. He also
emphasises the importance of reading.
Parents should read to and with their
teenage boys, not just younger children,
and even set up reading clubs with other
families, he suggests.
While the gender gap at GCSE has
reduced slightly, concerns are now
being raised about male participation in
higher education, with 27,000 more
h
d
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young women than men due to start
university next month.
This gender disparity cuts across
social groups in the UK and also affects
other western countries. In the US,
attempts to maintain the male-tofemale balance on campus has led to
admissions tutors giving men places
over women in borderline cases. In
Britain, the Royal Veterinary College
has tried to target male applicants to
redress a gender imbalance.
The gender gap has “serious consequences” beyond university, according
to Bahram Bekhradnia, president of the
Higher Education Policy Institute think
tank, who warned that female graduates will have to get used to the idea of
marrying non-graduates.
“It is a very serious equity issue but it
is also a very important social issue,” he
says. “Society will need to adapt to the
fact that girls won’t be able to marry
graduates. Often the breadwinner is
going to be a woman, which has implications for child-rearing.”
Bekhradnia and others complain
about a lack of research into the issue.
“It may be that the ‘lad culture’ among
boys means it is just not cool to work
hard at school,” he says. “It may be
purely to do with biological development — we all go to university too young
and boys suffer because of that. There
could be a hundred reasons, but someone has to take a look at it and treat it
seriously and try to resolve it.”
The lack of boys at university is just
as big a problem as the under-representation of girls once was, Bekhradnia
warns. “We took it very seriously that
girls weren’t going to university 30
years ago,” he says. “We ought to be
taking it equally seriously that boys are
not going now.”
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OOD

Scott Greenfield of south London, inset, and these pupils at Stoke Newington School in north London are celebrating GCSE results
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What’s happening in our state
schools is little short of a miracle
Staggering advances have
been made by teachers and
Academies freed from the
heavy hand of the state
FRASER NELSON

N

ext month, David
Cameron will become
the first Conservative
Prime Minister to send
his offspring to a state
secondary school – a
fact that he loves dropping into
conversation. When discussing
education in Parliament recently, the
Old Etonian declared a personal
interest: reform matters, he said, “if
you have children at a state school, as I
do”. Except, of course, his daughter
Nancy won’t be going to any old state
school. She’s off to join Michael Gove’s
elder child at Grey Coat Hospital
School in Westminster, which is as
good as a private school. And, if
anything, harder to get into.
In a way, the average independent
school is pretty egalitarian: if you
have the cash, you can buy a place.
But to get into the best state school,
money is nowhere near enough. A
house in a leafy catchment area is a
prerequisite, then a five-year game
begins. A speedy baptism, where
appropriate. Dinner with the vicar,
where it helps. And then years of
school-gate intelligence-gathering:
how big is the catchment area? Whom
to nobble, and how? Playing Britain’s
state-school game is a long and
arduous task, but the prize is the best
education that money can’t buy.

While politicians have spent years
moaning about the state-private divide,
teachers have been hard at work
breaking it down. The Government
now releases results for each school
every January, and the data destroys
the idea of fee-paying schools having a
monopoly on excellence. For A-Levels,
England’s 520 top state schools actually
outperform the 520 private schools – in
spite of having a fraction of their
budget. This really is quite
extraordinary. It’s well-known that our
private schools are the best in the
world; what’s less well-known is that
the best state schools are even better.
Colchester County, Dover
Grammar, Wirral Grammar, Reading
School, Wolverhampton Girls’ –
they’re not as famous as Eton, yet
they all outperform it in the A-level
league tables. Of course, they all have
entrance exams so they’re all dealing
with pretty exceptional raw material.
And often, dealing with parents who
have been happy to move house, fake
a divorce, pay for private tuition;
anything to get past the 11-plus. This is
why Sir Anthony Seldon, former
Master of Wellington College, speaks
about a “middle-class stranglehold”
on the best state schools and wants
parents to pay.
His argument is certainly coherent:
if such schools are colonised by the
rich and well-connected, why not ask
them to pay fees just as the universities
now do? The answer, of course, is that
parents have already paid through
their taxes. But at least his analysis
goes beyond the tired (and tiresome)
state vs private argument. You could
abolish every private school in
England (as the Labour Party has been
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advocating, on and off, since 1943) and
still end up with a hideously unequal
state system which educates the
richest best and the poorest worst.
The Prime Minister is not slumming it
with Grey Coat Hospital School, as he
well knows. But his reforms are
helping to break the link between
poverty and bad results. On the A-level
league table, Grey Coat Hospital now
sits right next to Mossbourne
Community Academy – formerly the
infamous Hackney Downs school in
East London. Pupils threw stones at
staff, discipline was non-existent and
academic achievement was pitiful. Yet
its closure in 1995 was deeply
controversial. To its defenders, the
problem lay with the pupils rather
than the school. They’re dealing with
troubled families with chaotic lives,
the argument ran, so its failure was the
result of deep social problems, not bad
teaching. Exactly the same argument –
blame the parents – is trotted out today
by the enemies of school reform. It’s
the soft bigotry of low expectations.
Now, Mossbourne – which serves
the same neighbourhoods as it did in
1995 – is one of the best in the land. A
quarter of its pupils qualify for free
school meals, yet 84 per cent secured
five good GCSEs yesterday, far above
the national average. It’s amazing what
pupils from deprived neighbourhoods
can do, given great tuition. It’s a
hugely cheering thought: children
from communities once served by the
worst school in Britain can now attend
one as good as that used by the Prime
Minister. This was exactly what Tony
Blair was aiming for when he and
Andrew Adonis started their City
Academy reforms, setting schools free
from local authority control. Soon,
there will be 5,000 Academies.
Yet vindication of Blair’s reform has
come at a time when Labour has lost
interest in helping pupils in this way.
Its likely next leader, Jeremy Corbyn,

the capital that first started working
with Blair – Harris Federation and
ARK – have yet again published
amazing exam scores. Council-run
schools have also raised their game;
competition and choice are working.
When Boris Johnson is asked about
his education, he cheerily replies that
he would like “thousands of school as
good as the one I went to: Eton”. Once,
this would have been seen as
preposterous: how can state schools
compete with a £35,000-a-year
Leviathan? But each year shows what
teachers can do, given enough power
and trust. Battersea Park was a failing
school when Harris took it over last
September with only 45 per cent of its
pupils securing five decent GCSEs.
Yesterday, it announced that this has
risen to 68 per cent. King’s Maths
School, a free school in London,
released its first-ever results earlier this
week. Its average points score is among
the top 10 schools in the land. Not the
top 10 per cent; the top 10 schools.
The staggering advances being
made by state schools in Britain are
the work of teachers and pupils,
rather than politicians. Kenneth
Baker, Tony Blair and Michael Gove
simply offered increasing amounts of
freedom to teachers, and their faith
has been amply rewarded. For those
who had despaired of ever finding a
remedy for sink schools, this is
nothing short of miraculous – and it’s
only just beginning.
Fraser Nelson is editor of the ‘Spectator’

COMMENT on
Fraser Nelson’s
view at telegraph.
co.uk/comment or
FOLLOW him
on Twitter
@FraserNelson

has pledged to end what he calls a
“failed” experiment. Only the most
ideologically blinkered could persuade
themselves that reform has failed. The
city that has undergone the most
reform, London, emerged yesterday
with the strongest GCSE results in
England. The school chains based in
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EDUCATION

Boys receive a GCSE
boost after Gove
abolishes coursework

By Richard Garner
EDUCATION EDITOR

Boys are closing the gap with girls
in GCSE performance after the Government scrapped coursework.
Girls have dominated results day
for most of the past two decades .
But this year’s results published
yesterday showed that girls only
performed 8.4 per cent better than
boys – down from 8.8 per cent last
year. In total 64.7 per cent of boys
obtained A* to C grade passes compared to just 64.3 per cent in 2014.
Headteachers’ leaders said the
narrowing of the gap was likely to
be down to the former Education
Secretary Michael Gove’s exam reforms. He ushered in a switch away
from marked coursework towards a
reliance on the end-of-course exam.
Research has shown that boys perform better in an end-of-term exam
while girls prefer doing coursework.
This year’s shrinking of the gender
gap has been achieved through boys
improving their results whilst the
performance of girls remains static.
Brian Lightman, general secretary of the Association of School
and College Leaders, said: “Boys’
underachievement has tended to
be because they do things at the last
minute.” He added: “We need now to
make sure girls don’t underachieve
in the next phase of GCSEs.”
Overall, the results – received
by 600,000 teenagers yesterday
– showed a rise in the number of
grade A* to C grade passes with almost seven out of 10 entries awarded at least a C grade. However, there
li h d
i h
b f A*

was a slight drop in the number of A*
grades awarded – down 0.1 per cent
to 6.6 per cent. In English, there was
a 0.5 per cent drop in the number of
A* grades, awarded to 3.1 per cent,
but the number of A* to C grades
rose by 3.7 to 65.4 per cent. In maths,
the number of candidates getting at
least a C grade pass rose by 3.7 per
cent to 65.4 per cent.
Figures showed a 22.9 per cent
rise in the number of 17-year-olds and
over taking English and a 30.2 per
cent increase in those taking maths.
The percentage gaining at least a C
grade pass was much lower – 37.9 per
cent and 38.9 per cent respectively
compared with an average of 61.7 per
cent and 62.4 per cent.
Andrew Hall, chief executive of

the AQA exam board, said that one
should expect a lower pass rate from
the 17-year-olds because of the calibre
of student who was taking the exam.
Mary Bousted, general secretary
of the Association of Teachers and
Lecturers, said: “We agree all students need to be literate and numerate. However, making them resit
their GCSEs until they get a C grade
is completely demotivating.”
There was a rise in the
number of older teenagers
taking English and maths, as a
result of the Government’s
insistence that pupils who failed
to obtain at least a C grade at 16 be
forced to take them again.

Case Study

‘I started without
much English’

KRISTOF KOKOSI, 16, was

celebrating an A* in English
literature last night despite
arriving in the country just two
years ago speaking hardly a word
of English. The pupil at Ark Elvin
Academy in Wembley, London,
came to the UK from Hungary.
“I started GCSEs without much
English knowledge and during
those years I’ve been working
extra hard,” he said.
“I started by memorising 30 to
40 words each day and practised
speaking and writing because
it wasn’t easy. In the second
year I stayed at school until 7pm
sometimes.”
Kristof said his teachers helped
by staying behind with him to
improve his learning, which has
inspired him to take up teaching
as a career himself.
Yesterday he gained A* grades
in English literature, maths and
geography, as well as three more
As, a B and two Cs.

Case Study

‘It’s about
developing
confidence’
EMILY MOTT, 16, was last night
celebrating gaining at least a C
grade in nine GCSEs from her
school, Royton and Crompton
High School in Oldham,
Lancashire.

Teenagers at risk of dropping out
f h lh
h d h i GCSE
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of school have had their GCSE
results boosted by being paired
with a three- to ﬁve-year-old to
develop their self-conﬁdence and
sense of responsibility.
The “Teens and Toddlers”
project has helped more than
400 pupils this year considered
to be in danger of leaving school
without any qualiﬁcations.
Emily, who was one of 423
young people on the programme,
said the results were “better than
expected” and is now planning to
go to college to study childcare.
She was seconded to a nursery
for 18 weeks where she worked
with a toddler who was learning
English as a second language.
Sam Marcus, a member of the
Teens and Toddlers team, said:
“She was working to develop
communication skills and she
developed her own conﬁdence.”
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Emily Mott, 16,
(front right)
receiving her GCSE
results at Royton
and Crompton High
School, Oldham
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Carer Natasha gets top grades after
car
crash a day before exams
Carer Natasha gets top grades after car crash a day before exams. Despite being run
over a day before her exams, Ark Helenswood Academy student Natasha Burrows,
who is also a registered carer for her mum, has passed six GCSEs and three BTec
courses.
After being hospitalised following a car accident, 16-year-old Natasha worried for her
future career as she missed her first exam.
“The day before my exam, I was crossing the road on my way home and I got hit by a
car. I was in the hospital for six hours and had to miss the exam,” she said.
“My teachers sent in supporting information to the exam board so they can determine
my grade, but I still had five exams to get on with after that. I was on very strong
painkillers after the accident because I had a bruised coccyx, but I tried my best.”
Despite these challenges, Natasha passed six GCSEs and three BTecs, including a
double distinction in her BTec in children’s play, learning and development.
As well as being a full-time student, Natasha is a registered carer for her mother, who
has fibromyalgia.
“My mum’s condition affects her whole body and it means that she can’t do a lot of
normal, day-to-day tasks,” she said.
“When it was my exams, Helenswood supported me to make sure I could manage
studying while being a carer. They offered extra revision sessions and materials to
make sure that I never missed out, even if I had to leave early to help my mum.”
Related
Posts
http://ct.moreover.com/?a=22371535223&p=1l9&v=1&x=C2Nng74hyLz-tK-BImOAdA
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English A* for
boy who couldn’t
speak language
two years ago
KRISTOF KOKOSI arrived here
from Hungary two years ago
unable to speak English — but the
16-year-old student at Ark Elvin
Academy in Wembley got A*s in
English literature, maths and
geography as well as three more
As, a B and two Cs.
He said: “I started GCSEs
without actually having much
English knowledge, and during
those years I’ve been working
extra hard. I started by
memorising 30 to 40 words each
day and practised speaking,
writing, because it wasn’t easy.
In the second year I stayed at
school until seven o’clock
sometimes.”
The support he received from
his teachers at Ark Elvin — who
stayed late themselves to
provide after-school lessons —
has inspired him. He said: “I
would like to become maybe a
maths teacher. I like to help
other people, and I think the
greatest asset you can give to a
person is knowledge.”
Kristof is already providing
tutoring to primary school pupils
over the summer holidays.
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Ambitious twins score 16 top grades between them
Amarachi intends to study English
at university. She said: “My English
teacher, Ms Feasey, was a journalist
first. She has really helped me to
develop my love of English and inspired
me to work in communications.”
Onyinyechi wants to become a doctor.
She said: “Our science teachers have

been really inspiring.”
Amarachi added: “We both
aimed for the top grades
and really spurred each
other on.
“There was a bit of competition
but it was more about helping
each other.”

ALEX LENTATI

TWIN sisters Amarachi and Onyinyechi
Orie achieved 16 A* and A grades at
GCSE between them, as well as two Bs.
Amarachi, above left, notched two
A*s, six As and a B, while Onyinyechi
achieved one A*, seven As and a B.
The sisters, of Evelyn Grace Academy,
Brixton, already have career plans.
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‘School helped me
to focus on exams
after brother died’
STUDENT
Shantel Harvey,
16, has passed
eight GCSEs,
despite coping
with her
brother’s death
at the start of
her course.
She said: “He
was diagnosed
with a brain
tumour at a young age and ever
since the doctors have been
telling us that he wouldn’t
make it.
“When he died my
confidence really went
downhill and I felt completely
unmotivated.” Despite the
tragedy, the student at Evelyn
Grace Academy in Brixton
achieved an A, four Bs and
three Cs. She now plans to
study law at university.
Shantel, above, praised her
school and a mentor for their
help. “They have been like a
family,” she said.
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